
but at the same time I didn’t want to limit myself to cer
tain cultures, which initially I thought I would be doing 
by joining an Asian American Interest Sorority. I was 
definitely proven wrong-1 can’t emphasize enough how 
KDPhi has opened up an infinite amount of connec
tions, networking opportunities, and opportunities in 
general to work with other cultures as well as my own, 
locally and nationally. I feel that it is important to be 
involved in the community as an Asian organization to 
encourage strength among minorities. This subsequently 
encourages Asian Awareness to a greater degree than we

would as individuals, and through this, people who are 
ignorant towards Asian culture (for 
whatever reasons) can learn that our differences are our 
strengths. There are only things to learn from each 
other and knowledge can only give us potential to work 
towards building a unified student body. ~EW
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alpha Kappa Delta Phi, the largest nationwide Asian- 
American interest sorority, proudly promotes our National 
Philanthropy - Breast Cancer Awareness, a project which is 
dedicated to increasing public knowledge about the early 
detection of breast cancer.

UNC alpha Kappa Delta Phi hosted their second annual 
charity ball for the Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer 
Foundation on March 19th, 2004. The evening consisted 
of dinner at George’s Garage and a guest performance by 
the UNC Achordants. With the support of over 60 guests, 
family, and friends, UNC aKDF successfully raised nearly 
$2,000. We would like to thank our guests for their sup
port in our fight against breast cancer.

Breast Cancer Awareness Events 
from 2003-2004:

East Coast Sisterhood Rally: Breast 
Cancer Forum, October 18

National Breast Cancer Awareness 
Day, October 25

Breast Cancer Workshop on UNC 
Campus, October 28

East Coast Sisterhood Conference: 
Breast Cancer Training Session, 

February 27

2nd Annual Charity Ball, “Against All 
Odds,” March 19


